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Geocosmic Critical Reversal Dates (CRD): These dates affect all markets. They are the midpoint of geocosmic
clusters and have a range of three days either side. Sometimes they expand to as much as 5 days. The idea is
to see a new two-week or greater high or low and then a reversal. It is especially effective when major, halfprimary, or primary cycle troughs are due. These are more important than the solar-lunar reversal dates. The
more stars next to the date, the greater the historical correlation with a cycle end and reversal. For more
information, please read Volume 3 of the Stock Market Timing series. Below is the date of the midpoint, and
in parentheses, the length of time containing the geocosmic signatures (known as a “cluster”). If the cluster
is long (more than 15 days), there may be other possible reversals, based on tighter geocosmic clusters, within
the greater cluster.
Mar 18-21*** (We are here. Secondary low in stocks, low in Crude Oil, T-Notes, Euro)
April 1* (Venus and Mars conjunct Saturn)
April 12**
(May stretch from April 4-15)
April 29*
May 6-9***
These periods are usually more important than the solar-lunar reversal zones, but not necessarily any more
accurate. It is just that when they do hit, they usually correspond with primary cycles, whereas lunar
reversals need only correspond to 2.5% reversals.
ABBREVIATIONS:
CRD = Geocosmic Critical Reversal Date
ATH = All-Time High
MA = Moving Average
Review: Stocks were mixed on Friday with the DJIA and S&P up, but NASDAQ down. Currencies were mixed,
with Yen slightly up, Euro down. Metals were mixed with Gold barely up, but Silver slight down. T-Notes were
down, but Crude Oil and Bitcoin were up.
DJIA Cash: Friday’s close was mostly bullish. And the close was above the trend indicator point (TIP) for the
8th time in 9 days, which means it remains in a trend run up.
Today’s trend indicator point (TIP) is 34,630. It will be downgraded back to neutral if it closes below
there today. That is likely to happen in the next 3 days.

Daily support is 34,680-34,705. A close below this support level is bearish. A trade below, followed by a
close back above this range, is a bullish trigger.
Daily resistance is 34,992-35,016. A trade above here, followed by a close back below is a bearish trigger.
Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 31,997-32,056, 30,837-30,892, 30,360-30,405, 29,38229,423, 28,440-28,881, 27,057-27,229, 26,712-26,749, 24,533-24,798, 24,405-24,479, 23,825-24,273,
23,237-23,340, 21,344-22,135 and 19,045-20,160. It closed below another previously at 35,641-35,663 so
this is also resistance.
Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 35,591-35,663. It closed above others previously at 34,55634,658 (went below, closed above), 33,204-33,414, 30,646-30,865, 30,331-30,337, 28,481-28,503, 28,85528,876, 28,093-28,192, 26,822-27,378, 26,476-26,485, 25,733-26,833, 21,294-21,686 and 26,044-26,136, so
these are support zones.
Friday’s new high was not accompanied by a new high in stochastics, which means it is vulnerable for a
3-8 day decline to a major cycle trough. Plus, solar/lunar cycle has high weighted values all week and Venus
conjoins Saturn on Monday-Tuesday, so the pull back from a major cycle crest could happen early this week.
Solar Lunar periods coming up (the more*, the more likely a reversal, the more #, the less likely a
reversal). If it states, “often a high” or “often a low,” it means that a high or low has occurred about twice as
often as a high or a low in the past. However, it the value has an asterisk next to it, it should be looked upon
more as reversal, whether historically it has been more often a high or low. Sometimes the reversal can be
one day off due to overnight and pre-market trading in futures. The values in parentheses represent new
research studies conducted by Yating Hu, MMTA student, from 2000-2021.
Mar 28
149.6**
Mar 29-30
115.8*
Mar 31-Apr 1 118.0*
Apr 4
81.3#
Apr 5-6
97.8
Apr 7-8
64.2##

(114.65* and more often a high)
(91.5)
(95.5)
(91.0)

Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 32,272. Only exit if all three indices take out
their low of February 24 and the DJIA closes below 32,272. Let’s cover 1/3 if prices get to 35,000 +/- 60.
Aggressive traders are also long with a stop-loss on a close below 32,272 or 32,500 depending on your
risk allowance after covering 1/3 so far. Buy back any covered longs if prices fall to 33,600 +/- 75.
ESM (June S&P E-MINI): Friday’s close was mostly bullish. And the close was above the trend indicator point
(TIP) for the 8th time in 9 days, which means it remains in a trend run up.
Today’s trend indicator point (TIP) is 4494.50. It will be downgraded back to neutral if it closes below
there today. That is likely to happen in the next 3 days.
Daily support is 4506.75-4513.75.
Daily resistance is 4552.50-4559.50.
Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 4398.75-4403, 4027-4041.50, 3930-3931, 3594.25-3601,
2870-2890.50, 2523-2552.50, 2326.50-2333, 2214.50-2219.50, 2087.75-2115.25, 2044.25-2044.50, 2005-

2005.50, 1944.25-1949.25, 1899.25-1900, 1871.75-1875, 1752.50-1753.50, 1657.75-1665.25, 1499.251501.25, 1459.25-1460.75, 1436-1447.25, and 1366.75-1370.25, and are support. It closed below others
recently at 4538.75-4545.25 (that held the high nicely) and 4736.50-4746.75, so these are now resistance.
Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 4741.75-4763. Prices closed above others previously at 44284433.75 and 4265.50-4280.75, and 2512-2540.25, 1964.25-1966.50, so these are support zones now.
Here too, prices made a new cycle high but momentum indicators are overbought, so we anticipate a
corrective decline beginning at any time.
Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 4101.75. Cover 1/3 at 4570 +/- 12.
Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 4398 or 4250 depending on your risk
allowance, after covering 2/3 so far for nice profits. We would buy those back at 4400 +/- 12 if offered.
NQM (June NASDAQ E-MINI): Friday’s close was neutral with a bullish bias. And the close was above the
trend indicator point (TIP) for the 9th consecutive day, which means it remains in a trend run up.
Today’s trend indicator point (TIP) is 14,634. It will be downgraded back to neutral if it closes below
there today.
Daily support is 14,605.25-14,621.75.
Daily resistance is 14,873.25-14,889.75.
Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 14,567.50-14,595.50 (that held the low nicely) 13,643.2513,645.50, 11,387-11,457, 10,436-10,462, 9188-9200, 8416-8497, 7641-7748, 6691-6747, 6585.50-6602.50,
6239-6272, 6009-6041, 5823-5835, 5455.50-5483.25, 5130-5131, 4679.75-4741.25, 4466-4476, 4227-4229,
4124-4129, 4031.25-4051.25, 3901-3907, 3686.25-3698.50, and 3563-3576.25. It closed below another that
had recently formed at 14,851.25-14,886.50 so that is now resistance.
Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 15,751-15,763.75 and 16,024.50-16,088.75. It closed above
other bearish crossover zones previously at 14,408.75-14,456.25, 12,191-12,265, 11,354-11,516, 8821-8881,
7661-8039.50, 7623-7691, 6239.25-6243.50, 5863-5900.50, 4625-4628, 4392-4426.50, and 4108-4110.50, so
these are all support zones now.
As stated Friday, “I am still looking for a pullback here as well unless today is sharply higher.” It was
lower, so we look for a 3-8 day decline to start at any time.
Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 13,025. Cover 1/3 at 15,000 +/- 60.
Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 13,025 or 13,650 depending on your risk
allowance after covering 2/3 position so far.
UROM (June Euro) – The ETF long for this is FXE: Friday’s close was a bearish trigger. And the close was below
the daily trend indicator point (TIP) for the 5th consecutive day, which means it remains in a trend run down.
Today’s TIP is 1.1033. It will be upgraded back to neutral if it closes above there today.
Daily support is 1.0989-1.0996.
Daily resistance is 1.1051-1.1057.

Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 1.0582-1.0590, so these are support. It closed below other
bullish crossover zones previously at 1.1181-1.1197, 1.1485-1.1487 and 1.2472-1.2480, so these are also
resistance.
Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 1.1393-1.1396, 1.1551-1.1582, 1.1988-1.1994, 1.21091.2123, 1.2832-1.2841, 1.3080-1.3127, 1.3209-1.3211, 1.3299-1.3302 and 1.3738-1.3743 in the nearby
contract. These are resistance zones.
It appears to be finding support here in the 1.1000 area and stochastics are not overbought. It could go
either way, but we like Ulric’s labeling of this as a possible new 24-month cycle.
Position traders are flat and may stand aside.
Aggressive traders are flat and may still look to buy at 1.0950 +/- .12 with a stop-loss on a close below
1.0840 or 1.0900 depending on your risk tolerance.
JYM (June Yen): Friday’s close was a bearish trigger. The close was also below the TIP for the 15th consecutive
day, which means it remains in a trend run down.
Today’s TIP is 82.38. It will be upgraded back to neutral if it closes above here today. We may see this
reach our exhaustion sell level of being down 18-23 days, and then a big rally.
Daily support is 81.58-81.64.
Daily resistance is 82.49-82.54.
There are no bullish crossover zone in effect currently.
Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 82.45-82.47 (went above, closed below), 83.40-83.77 and
85.85-86.20.
As stated Friday, “This market is in a free fall. Not sure where it will end, but we are now at the midpoint
of Venus square Uranus and conjunct Saturn (March 19-29).” It made a new low Friday and then recovered,
but then sold off again. We will want to wait another 3-8 days to see if it can get to the exhaustion point of a
decline, where sharp rallies can then take place.
Position traders are flat and will stand aside.
Aggressive traders are flat. Stand aside.
TYM (June T-Notes): Friday’s close was bearish. And the close was below the TIP for the 13th time in 14 days,
which means it remains in a trend run down.
Today’s TIP is 122/20. It will be upgraded back to neutral if it closes above there today. We expect that
to happen today or Monday.
Daily support is 120/26.5-121/01.5.
Daily resistance is 122/08.5-122/15.5.

No bullish crossover zones remain. It closed below one Friday at 122/10-122/12 and other bullish
crossover zone previously at 124/20-124/27, 125/10-125/13, 126/17-127/01, 126/01-126/03, 127/23127/26,129/10-129/21, 131/25-131/30, 132/12-132/14, 133/20-133/22.5, 134/20-134/21 and 140/03140/04, so these are also resistance.
A new bearish crossover zone just formed at 122/08-122/17. Others remain in effect at 123/28-124/13,
129/29-130/11, 130/29-131/00, 132/25.5-132/26 and 136/04-136/12 in nearby. These are resistance zones.
Prices closed above others previously at 119/17-119/19, 118/13-118/14, 118/19-118/20, so these are now
support.
Just when it seemed it might be holding the 122/12 area, It broke down to another new low. TYM is still
exhibiting a case of bullish oscillator divergence off the low of March 23 with a higher stochastic reading, so
a low may be nearing as we approach Venus and Mars conjunct Saturn, March 28-April 5 (now).
Position traders are now flat and will stand aside.
Aggressive traders are flat and may stand aside too.
GCJ (April Gold): We will switch to the June contact on Wednesday. Friday’s close was neutral with a bullish
bias. The close was also above the daily trend indicator point for the 3rd consecutive day, but it was an
unchanged day, which means it remains neutral.
The daily trend indicator point is now 1948.50. It will be upgraded to a trend run up if it closes up today.
Daily support is 1945.10-1946.40.
Daily resistance is 1967.60-1968.80.
Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 1879.10-1883.60, 1837-1838, 1659.60-1668.90, 1402.201406, 1395.60-1407.50, 1372.30-1375.60, 1317.30-1319.20, 1299.40-1300.50, 1275.40-1275.60, 1263.601265.50, 1169.60-1169.80, 1146-1150 and 1063.30-1065.30. These are support zones.
There are no bearish crossover zones. Gold closed above bearish crossover zones previously at 1836.801838.20, 1619.80-1625.70, 1356.70-1359, and 1305.90-1307, so these are now support.
The rally is still underway to the crest of this third major cycle phase and stochastics are pointing up.
As stated before, “My outlook is that this rally will end son, in the first two weeks of April, and not with a
new all-time high. But it could get to 2020-2060 if it can get above 2000. Any break below 1895 means it is
over.”
Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 1895 after covering 1/3 so far. Cover another
1/3 at 2020 +/- 10 if offered.
Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 1895 after covering 1/3 so far. Cover
another 1/3 at 2020 +/- 10.
Very Aggressive traders are flat and will stand aside today.
The following solar/lunar days are from our studies published in The Gold Book: Solar-Lunar Reversal
Keys for Trading Gold. (These are the lunar cycles for the next two weeks, per these initial studies). These
numbers represent potential for reversal, where anything above 114 has a high probability of an isolated top
or bottom to trade opposite of, for a 3% or 4% reversal. Use if either are highlighted. * Represents a strong

reversal possibility. The more * the stronger it is. # Represents a low likelihood for a reversal. The more #,
the less likely a reversal or big range day.
The solar-lunar cycles for Gold for the next few days are as given below. If it states, “often a high” or
“often a low,” it means that a high or low has occurred about twice as often as a high or a low in the past.
However, it the value has an asterisk next to it, it should be looked upon more as reversal, whether historically
it has been more often a high or low.
Reversal 4% Reversal 3% Big Range Day
Mar 28
Mar 29-30
Mar 31-Apr 1
Apr 4
Apr 5-6
Apr 7-8

91.5
96.6
114.4*
74.2#
105.6
140.7**

77.2#
93.1
114.8*
55.8##
105.9
127.1*

139.9**
82.1#
97.2
78,8#
104.6
74.7#

GLD: Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 176 after covering 1/3 so far. Cover
another 1/3 if prices get to 188.50 +/- .50.
Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 176 after covering 2/3 so far.
SIK (May Silver) Friday’s close was neutral. And the close was above the daily trend indicator point for the
2nd day, which means it remains neutral.
The daily trend indicator point is now 2553.50. It will be upgraded to a trend run up if prices close up.
Daily support is 2544-2545.
Daily resistance is 2601-2602.
Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 2067-2101, 1881-1882, 1640-1658, 1592-1593, 1521-1524,
1468-1479, 1366-1379, 1121-1154, 1061-1085 and 961-980.
Bearish crossover zones remain in effect from several years ago at 3196-3206, 3347-3348.50, 37923918, and 4700-4725. It closed above other bearish crossover zones previously at 2127-2142, 2073-2090,
2010-2015, 1942-1946, and 1742-1757, so these are support zones.
Here too it is in its 3rd major cycle phase like Gold. I think it can go higher, into April 1-15. However, I
cannot rule out the possibility that the high of last week may have been that crest and Silver is readying for
a sharp decline and not making a new high.
Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 2400.
Aggressive traders are also long with a stop-loss on a close below 2400. Traders were advised, “Cover
1/3 on a rally back to 2550 +/- 12. Cover all at 2700 +/- 12.” Well, the first part had already been filled (or
else that was typo that should have said 2650 not 2550), so let’s say it was filled at the open of 2585. Thus,
we are still long 1/3 and will sell it at 2700 +/- 12 if offered.
The solar-lunar cycles for the next few days are as follows (first column is reversal probability and second
column is probability of a 2% or greater trading range for the day). The more *, the more likely a reversal or

big range day. The more #, the less likely a reversal or big range day. If it states, “often a high” or “often a
low,” it means that a high or low has occurred about twice as often as a high or a low in the past. However,
it the value has an asterisk next to it, it should be looked upon more as reversal, whether historically it has
been more often a high or low.

Mar 23-24
Mar 25
Mar 28
Mar 29-30
Mar 31-Apr 1
Apr 4
Apr 5-6
Apr 7-8

Reversal 4%

Big Range Day

171.9***
103.1
125.6*
35.2###
87.7
35.9###
168.3***
89.8

164.5***
143.9**
171.9*** more often a low
83.9
no cycle lows
168.1***
64.4## no cycle lows
60.4##
71.5#

SLV: Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 21.50. Cover 1/3 at 24.00 +/- .12 and another
1/3 at 25.00 +/- .12 if offered.
Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 22.40 after covering 1/3 do far. Cover all
at 24.00 +/- .12. if offered and stand aside.
BTCH (Mar Bitcoin): ETF is BITO. Friday’s close was a bearish trigger. And it closed above the TIP for the 9th
consecutive day, which means it remains in a trend run up.
The daily TIP is now 43,444. It will be downgraded back to neutral if it closes below there today.
Daily support is 43,696-43,731.
Daily resistance is 45,241-45,276.
Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 42,845-42,967, 36,697-38,620, 32,745-36,400, 27,74728,088, 24,000-26,463, 21,526-21,572, 19,836-19,783, 18,460-19,095, 14,535-14,590, 12,140-12,233,
11,240-11,420, 9685-10,445, 7850-8183, 5546-5673, 4166-4293, 3920-3940, 3602-3735, 3357-3413 and
3215-3327. It closed below others previously at 44,846-45,703, 52,830-53,160 and 62,360-64,420, so these
are now resistance.
Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 49,472-49,562 and 49,840-50,666. It closed above others
previously 9537-9588, 9003-9005, 8170-9070, 7112-7115, 3957-3960 and 3852-3950, so these are support
now.
The market continued to rally this weekend with a jolt up above 46,500 on Sunday, March 27, in the
spot market. This still fits our ideas that previously stated,, “We will still look for a high Friday-Sunday, +/- 1
day which starts now…. Whatever the high is by Sunday, we will look for a 10-12% pullback from there, and
maybe more.”
LUNAR REVERSAL SIGNALS (FOR CASH): These values match noon GMT instead of noon NYC, since
GMT is the change of date associated with Bitcoin. The following table shows two sets of the weighted
values. The left-hand set is of 12% or greater reversals based lunar days from our studies, now going back to
July 17, 2010. The right-hand set includes is of 10% of greater reversals values of Moon signs only since Uranus

has been in Taurus. These numbers represent potential for reversal, where anything above 120 has a high
probability of an isolated top or bottom to trade opposite of, for a 12% reversal. We may have to adjust this
first column down to 115 now that we have added another 4 years of data. * represents a strong reversal
possibility. The more * the stronger it is (however, right hand column can only hold one * for now). #
represents a low likelihood for a reversal. The more #, the less likely a reversal or big range day. The best set
up is when both sets of numbers for each sign agree with a reversal, low, or high. Keep in mind that these
are purely lunar days, not solar/lunar days, as with metals and stocks. Please note that our studies based on
noon GMT, and not Eastern time, since Bitcoin’s day is based in GMT, not Eastern Time, and noon is the
middle of the trading day. But since the high or low of the day may happen before or after noon, and the
Moon can move up to 7 degrees in half of a day, we have to allow a one-day orb for these dates to manifest
a correct setup.
The lunar cycles for Bitcoin for the next few days are as follows:
Total cases since July 17, 2010
Reversal 12%
Mar 25-26
Mar 27-28
Mar 29-30
Mar 31-Apr 2
Apr 3-4
Apr 5-7
Apr 8-9
Apr 10-12
Apr 13-14
Apr 15-16

123.8*
71.2#
79.9#
97.1
89.5
71.4#
109.9
120.0*
120.2*
109.1

Total cases with Uranus in Taurus
Lows

Highs

112.5
80.1#
88.7
97.0
62.6#
58.0##
143.6**
115.5*
140.6**
106.9

135.0*
62.2##
71.0#
97.1
116.3*
84.7
76.26#
124.7*
99.8
111.5

Reversals 10%
112.6
113.9
91.0
87.0
79.1#
101.5
93.7
102.5
94.0
132.4*

Lows
97.2
122.2*
61.2##
73.0
47.1###
78.6#
172.8***
103.3
120.5*
106.7

Highs
127.8*
105.5
120.7*
100.9
108.6
124.1*
15.47###
101.9
67.9#
157.8***

Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 28,000 after covering 1/3 so far.
Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 28,000. As stated Friday, “Cover 1/3 at
46,000 +/- 600.” That could be filled Sunday when futures open.
VAT: Very Aggressive Traders, trading mostly by the moon cycle are flat and may stand aside today.
ETHH (Mar Ethereum): Written by MMA Analyst Gianni Di Poce: Friday’s close was a bearish trigger but
maintains the bullish sequence. And it closed above the TIP for the 9th consecutive day, which means it
remains in a trend run up.
The daily TIP is now 3067. It will be downgraded back to neutral if it closes below there today.
Daily support is 3093.50-3094.
Daily resistance is 3188-3188.50.
A bullish crossover zone just formed at 3030-3039. Bullish crossover zones are in effect at 2424.502705.50, 2075-2230.60, 1667.50-1751.30, 1581.50-1689.50. These are all support.

Bearish crossover zones are in effect at 3744-3753.30, 3943.80-4104, 4359-4432.80, 4566.80-4585.30,
4767.50-4767.80, 4763.30-4916.80. These are all resistance. Prices closed above a bearish crossover zone at
3052-3080 on Thursday and others at 2806-2911 and 2584-2588 recently, so these are now support.
Last week’s gains held over the weekend, which is a promising sign. Let’s see how it handles the VenusSaturn conjunction. If it clears 3300-3400, we could see a powerful rally follow. As stated for Friday, “It cleared
a couple crossover zones, which suggests that this primary cycle could still have further upside. The Venus
square Uranus aspect from March 19 led to a break of resistance, which now becomes support. Still want to
see an overbought reading (above 70) on the RSI indicator to confirm bulls have recaptured momentum.” Still
the case.
Position traders are flat and may stand aside.
Aggressive traders were flat and advised, “… go long at current price levels with a stop loss on a close
below 3030.” Got it. Cover 1/3 at 3400 +/- 12 if offered.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NOTE 1: TUNE INTO MMA’s NEW WEEKLY YouTube Video on the geocosmic factors related to financial
markets hosted by MMTA Educational Director Gianni Di Poce. The video is recorded late Friday night and
posted then or early Saturday, depending on the editing process. These 5–10-minute video presentations
review the market activity of the past week and offer a preview of the geocosmic signatures in effect for the
next week and beyond. You may subscribe to MMA’s YouTube Channel today at no cost and get
announcements when each geocosmic market review is ready for viewing! “Just a quick word to say your
(Gianni’s) weekly video on YouTube is really a great complementary format to Ray's letter. I find it interesting
and masterfully delivered. Thanks to both of you for this!” M.K., Paris, France, and portfolio manager.
NOTE 2: I will be interviewed by Antonia Langsdorf live, on Wednesday, March 29, on her “Cosmic Vibe”
program. The subject will be on the “Russian-Ukraine War: Now and In the Future.” We will discuss the
charts of Vladimir Putin, Volodymyr Zelensky, and Ukraine. The interview will be in English, and later she will
post the interview with German translation for both hers and our German-speaking audience. To view this
live interview, click https://youtu.be/5Z-IitVt0w8 at 4 PM EST, Wednesday, March 29. Looking forward to
seeing many of you there! It is free. No cost.
NOTE 3: THE ANNUAL WORLDWIDE WEBINAR and Address on Forecast 2022 with Raymond Merriman took
place recently on FEBRUARY 20, 2022. It went very well (about 2.5 hours), and the recording is now available
and highly recommended to view if you were not present. This broadcast updated financial markets since the
Forecast book was written in November 2021, including the U.S. stock market, Gold, Silver, Crude Oil, Euro,
Corn, Soybeans and Bitcoin. The cost for the recording is $55.00 and includes the slides of the presentation.
For more information or to order, go to Forecast 2022 Webinar. It is still relevant to current events and
markets.
EVENTS
April 1: Ray Merriman will join Gianni Di Poce on MMA’s weekly YouTube video discussing the geocosmic
climate related to financial markets. The video will be posted late Friday night. We will review the market
activity of the past week and offer a preview of the geocosmic signatures in effect for the next week and
beyond. Like this free weekly column, this video is intended to be educational and there will be no cost. You

may subscribe to our YouTube Channel today and get announcements when each geocosmic market review
is ready for viewing!
May 8, 2022: MMA’S ANNUAL FINANCIAL MARKETS UPDATE WILL TAKE PLACE MAY 8, 2022, 1:30 PM EDT:
This broadcast will take place on Sunday, May 8, 2022 at 1:30 PM EDT (that’s 10:30 AM PDT, 6:30 PM UK,
7:30 PM CDT. 2:30 AM Tokyo, 3:30 AM Sydney). In the comfort of your own home or office, you can tune into
MMA’s Annual Spring Webinar on Financial Markets. This 3-hour webinar (with two 5-minutes breaks) will
give an intermediate-term update on several financial markets, including the U.S. stock market, Gold, Silver,
Crude Oil, the Euro currency, Bitcoin and Soybeans. This will be an especially timely presentation because 1)
the 12-year Jupiter orbital cycle will be making its first entrance into Aries on May 10, and 2) May 27-June 22
has been highlighted as one of the more probable times in 2022 for major moves in Bitcoin as well as several
other financial markets. Joining Ray to share their outlook will be Ulric Aspegrén (Euro, U.S. Dollar) and Gianni
Di Poce (U.S. Treasuries, Crude Oil and Soybeans). Ray will be covering equities, metals, and Bitcoin. There
will be a Q&A with attendees during this webinar. The cost to attend is $55.00 and includes the slides of the
presentation, plus access to the video recording of the event. If unable to attend live, you can still sign up, as
everyone who orders the Webinar will receive the video recording following the live event. For more
information, click here and SIGN UP NOW TO LOCK IN YOUR PLACE for this event!
August 25, 2022: 1:00 PM, Denver, CO, ISAR Conference, 4-Hour Pre-Conference Workshop by Raymond
Merriman on “ASTROLOGY AND THE ART OF FINANCIAL MARKET TIMING: HOW TO FORECAST TRENDS
AND MARKET REVERSALS.” Financial markets offer objective means to test astrological validity. The Moon
changes signs every 2-3 days and is valuable for short-term trading. Planetary stations and aspects identify
longer-term market reversals. Approximately 4-5 times/year, markets will form important highs or lows,
which are the most favorable times to buy and sell for position traders. This course provides research studies
showing the correlation of astrological factors to short-term and longer-term financial markets. The focus
will be upon stock markets, precious metals (Gold and Silver), and Bitcoin, and how to integrate astrology
with cycle studies to attain optimal market timing skills. Visit https://isar2022.org/schedule/ for further
information and register for a great event!

Disclaimer and using this information properly: These comments are given to serve as a guideline for traders for each day and/or week.
Comments and/or recommendations are based upon prices at end of the day or week. Traders are advised to use these only as guidelines
- and use intraday analysis to establish positions in directions of comments given, so long as those support/resistance (entrance) areas)
look favorable according to intraday analysis as well. Support and resistance are areas for day traders to look to buy and sell intraday.
No guarantees are made for accuracy. Futures trading involves risk of large loss as well as large gains, and reader is solely responsible
for any actions taken in markets, and neither the author nor publisher assume any responsibility whatsoever for reader's decisions.
Futures or options trading are considered high risk.
Information is provided herein with sincere intent, and according to our own studies and methodologies. These reports are provided
mainly for “speculators.” By its very nature, “speculation” means “willing to take risk of loss.” Speculators” must be willing to accept
the fact that they are going to have losing trades, many more than say “investors.” That is why they are “speculators.” The way
“speculators” become profitable is not so much by high percentage of winning trades, but by controlling amount of loss on any given
trade, so the average trade on winners is considerably more than the average trade on losing trades. MMA’s comments can be of value
to both speculators and investors. MMA’s trade recommendations will be of potential value only to speculators.
Support may represent favorable risk/reward places to buy if the trend is up. If prices trade below support, then have a close back
above, it is considered a bullish “trigger,” and oftentimes represents a good buy signal. Resistance may represent favorable
risk/reward places to go short if the trend is down. If prices trade above it, then have a weekly close back below, it is considered a
bearish “trigger, and oftentimes a good sell signal.

